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Wilson Hits Low Morale
· McCann said of •cold, ind!f •
ferent inhumane re-employ·
ment letters':
The Faculty Senate met Tues"We· feel the best way to word
day to review accusations ot low
them (re-employment letters) is
faculty morale made by Dr. Dan
simply and matter-of-factly.
Wilson, associate professor .Jt
When a per son's ·position among
biology.
his colleagues is in doubt, he
In a letter presented to the
should be told so."
Senate, Wilson supported his
On 'scarcity of promotions
charges.
or merits,' the dean of faculty
"Some of the principal probsaid:
lems contributing to the morale
"Well over a third of our
situation are: the cold, indif·
faculty received either promo·
ferent, inhumane re-employment
tion or merit increases. This
letters; the discouragement ol.
is proportion equal to or ex•.
college-wide programs versus
ceeding that obtained in our
personal accomplishments; the
sister institutions.''
attitude that Central is a spring
Commenting
on Wilson's
board for personal promotion
charge of 'lack of. recogaltion
into a so-called better Position;
of faculty who work on comlacis of recognition off acuity who · mittees for college improve·
,work on committees for col· . ment,' Mccann said:
;lege improvements; •.• "
' Dr. Wilson continued:
"scarcity of promotion and
merit;
situational interpre·
tation of the faculty code; fail·
ure to give direction or state
philosophy for curriculum de·
velopment; hiringoffacultywith·
Ted Pearson, president of Barout consent of the department,
to, was elected chairman of Re sl·
and utilization of funds for f acdent Hall Senate at the last RHS
ulty salaries.''
meeting.
Replying to the Wilson com"I'd like to see more intra.munication, was Dr. Charles
dorm participation, or at least
Mccann, dean of f acuity.
competition," Pearson said.
The president of Barto, which
will be a co-ed dorm next year,
comented on this year's Resi- '
dent Hall presidents.
''They have a lot of potential.
They're mostly a new group so
sometimes they are a little
afraid to stick their necks out,
but they are trying," he said.
Elected after two tie votes with
Ron Prynne, president ol. El·
wood, Pearson discussed his
plans for next year.
"I want to push the Judiciary
Seminar. A lot of good has
come out of it and we expect
a lot more.''
By STEVE MILLER
-Ed1tor·in·C hiel

Weekend Headliners
Donnie Williams, Susan Taylor and Lofton Kline, better
· known as the Pozo..Seco Singers, a swinging, singing
trio from Texas, will hit the Sweecy campus Saturday
night as part of the special entertainment program for
Parents' Weekend. Their first successful recordings,
"Time" and "I'll Be Gone" reached national popularity
almost overnight.

Ted Pearson Elected
New RHS President

Sweecy Day Swings Into 1967
Sweecy Weekend will return
to Central's campus this year,
May 26-27. The traditional event
will include a rodeo plus several new events. The schedule
ts as follows:
May 26
10.5 p.m.-Resident Hall Sen.
ate Dunk Tank
8 p .m .- In the Munson lounge,
''The Mouse's Wiggle," a
nightclub. Barto Hall wlll
have gambling; Courson will
shoVf old-time movies; and
Quigley will sponsor a cam.
pus version of the "Dating
Game," in Hertz.
May 27
7:30-8 a.m.-HolmesandCom.
mons will serve an Inter.
national Pancake feed.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.-Car show on
the Mall
10 a.m.-North of Kennedy
Hall, men's dorms will com.
pete in a greasedpolecllmb.
11:30-12:30-Ba.rbecue at Memorial Park. Holmes and
Common5 will not be open.
SGA cards are required.
12:45-Rodeo begins
9.12-There wW be a free
dance on the Mall, featur.
lng the ''Emergency Exits"
and "Kathy and the Unusu.

als."
The rodeo will be preceded
by a parade with Miss Sweecy,
Miss Ellensburg, and the char.
iots. Steer riding, wild cow
milking, chariot races, and the
Wranglerettes, a women's
horsemanship group, wlll be the
highlights of the rodeo.
Gatemen and ticket takers are
sun needed. Those interested
in the jobs should contact Bill
Arm~trong, chairman, or Bob

Hungate, rodeo chairman.
The theme of Sweecy Week.
end, The Spirit of i7G, will
be carried out by the chariots.
Each dorm should have a dee.
orated chariot and prizes will
be a warded on the basis of the
decoration according ·to theme.
"We bad a hard time decldlng
upon a theme,. but we finally
decided that since this ls the
'16th year Central has been in
existence, we should usethatfor
a theme. It goes well with ro.
deos," John Lein, co-chairman
said.

••theme chosen •••

Council Needs Student Judges
Two posltlons are open on Hon·
or Council, the supreme court of
Central's student justice.
Honor council is the six mem·
ber student panel which judges
all of campus disciplinary
cases and hears appeals from
house councils on campus. The
body also interprets the SGA
constitution.
"An Honor Council member
should be a student who is competent, human, and a realist,"
according to advisor Dr. Paul
Leroy, associate professor of
history. "Council members
must rise to the difficult task
of balancing fair play ·wtth rules
and regulations."
Filing ·for the two seats wlll
. open
Monday
and continue
through May 22. Elections will
be held May 24, One woman
and one man will be elected.
Requirements for candidacy

"59 per cent of the major
curriculum committees receiv·
ed promotion or special incre,.
ment.
Concluding his defense, Mc·
Cann answered Wilson's criti·
cism of lack of administrative
goals f o the college.
"Perhaps I see the dean's
role improperly . • • correct
me 1f I'm wrong: he should en·
courage ideas among the faculty,
help bring changes in the curriculum supported by a signlfi·
cant propartion ot the f acuity,
· leave specific content up to them,
keep them constantly aware of
the necessity for curriculum
management for their own good
and the good of the students. Any·
thing more would verge on do Ing the faculty's job for them.''
The senate adjourned without
.taking any action.

included 4 quarters residency
and a 2.5 G .P.A.
Judgement of student offenses
is a privilege that has been grant·
ed gradually to Honor Council
by -deans of men _and women,
past and present.
"We give our students more
freedom and rights and, conSe·
quently, more
responsibility
than probably any other campus
in the Northwest," Dr. Don Wise,
dean ot men, said. "More de·
clslons on individual freedom
and the need · for social order
are made in Honor Council than
anywhere else on campus," Dr.
Wise added. ·
Outgoing Honor CoWlcll chair·
man Leigh Johanson believes
that candidates for membership
should be "people who want to
work and are willing to put in
the time."

The seminar, started in RHS
and working with the Honor Coun·
ell, is revising and co-ordinat·
ing the separate dorm's rules
and punishments.

''RHS is also involved in the
faculty committee for future
. dorms and the parking com·
mittee," Pearson said.
Another area which Pearson
believes to be of major concern
is relations between RHS and
SGA.
"One of the prvblems between
RHS and SGA is co-operation and
commun1cation.
"I think we have made a step
in the right direction with our
joint retreat," Pearson said.
Both groups traveled to Snoqualmie Pass recently to exchange ideas and further good
relations.

Students Plan Active Weekend
''Welcome to Central. I night at 8 p.m.
hope you enjoy your visit and
· The Coronation Ball, Satur·
the activities which have been day from 9:30-12 p.m. will
scheduled in your honor. have no admission price but
Thank you for coming. After tickets must be obtained at
all, Parents' Weekend 1967 the SUB during parents' reg.
could not be a success withistratlon.
out parents,'' says Katy
Campus movies, special en.
Campbell, chairman of Par· tertainment, dormopenhouse
ents' Weekend.
and Co-Rec are just a few
The parents of Central stu. · more high spats in the busy
dents will be treated to a · entertainment schedule for
busy schedule beginning with this weekend.
registration Friday from 6·
10 p.m. and Saturday from 9
a.m. until 2 p.m. A fee of
$1.50, payable at registra.
tion, admits parents to most
of the weekend's events.
The observatory will be
open both Friday and Satur·
day night from 8:30-11 p.m.
SGA speaker, BishopJames
Albert Pike will be speaking
Friday evening at 8 p.m.
The all-college play, "Tiny
Allee" by Edward Albee, ·
author of "Who's Afraid of
KATY CAMPBELL
Virginia Wolfe," is offered
both Friday and Saturday
Parent s Weekend Chairman

~RaphaelGreenspeakS

On China-Russia·Split
••f!i£ff§'4,.,,Vf/;l;f/ffa\{" .

Bar 8-Q-Beet
Ha111~ Turkey
on
Specially made

flench loaf

Webst~~'1
Bar B-Q
Acr-oss From Ad. Buildlilll

Basic nationalistic problems,
according to Raphael Green, are
the causes of the China-Russia
conflict.
Speaking at Hertz Auditorium,
May 8, Green, who has taught
at the University of Minnesota
for 11 years, spoke and showed
films al the Chinese-Russian
border. . Having made five trips to China
and Russia in the past 20 years,
Green prophesied that trouble
between China and Russian would
exist even if ther~ was no commlDllsm.
"China claims Russia has
Manchuria,· which was China's.
property in the last 150 years,"
Green stated.
To emphasize his point, Green

showed an 1801 map of China
which has the disPuted lands of
Outer Mongolia, Vladivostok and
half of Soviet Central Asia
·inside China's border.
Another major nationalisitc
problem, Green stated, goes
back to the end of World· War
ll' when Russian troops occupied
Manchuria, which was China's
Continuing, Green explained
that during this time, the Russians stripped ·the area of all
industrial machinery. It ended
only when Truman sent an investigation crew to China to deter·
.mine the amount of damage.
After two months, Green
stated, the report came back to
Truman stating a loss of two
billion dollars wo~h of Chinese
equipment.
Green's films emphasized
, housing, food, clothing, in·
dustri~, farming and recreational differences between the
two countries.
I Mongolia's importance as
a '17Jffer state, its ethnic groups
~ its ·actions and reactions
were also discussed by Green.
'~A solution for these problems is not close at hand. The
problems are basic and wlll be
with us for a long time,'' Green
concluded.

one

-------

"Danny Warq Trio'' will pa
featured t.gr Jazz this week at
8 p.m. iri. the SUB on May 17.
Curbstone will me.e t from 1·3
p.m. Tuesday ln the Cage.

THE.
Business students, do all the budget
problems balance-except your own?

FABRIC SHOP

An NB of CSpecial Checking account may help you stay in the
black! A great way to organize your budget and provides a
record of expenditures. No need to carry excess cash. No minimum balance. No service charge. Pay only a dime a check.
Inquire today!
·

Everything

for

your sewing

needs.

NBC

41.-2 N. Pine

NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE
Member fedelll Deposit lns11_1nce CorporaU..
I ... CK

RE ITSCH, Manager, EI lensburg Branch, 5th and Pearl

962-2204

.WELCOME · PARENTS
TAKE.MOM
OUT TO DINNER

The Pair Extraordinaire
Carl and Marcus, The Pair Extraordinalre, wtll share
billing with the Pozo Seco Singers Saturday night in Nichol·
son Pavilion. "The Pair" sing a wide variety of music .
and will surely be able to please any type of parental or
student taste.

EMC Begins Dialogue
Dr. Eldon Jacobsen, professor of psychology, Father Peter
Hage, CWSC Newman Chaplatn, ·
and Rev. Don Cramer, UCCM
director, wlll jointly conduct
a cc seminar-dialogue'' Wedne sday night (May 17) from 7 •
9 p.m.
in Hertz Conference Classroom.
The seminar-dialogue will discuss for three weeks the topic,
"Personhood
and
Changing
Values." Participants will dis·
cuss some of the works of Erle
Fromm; Carl Rogers; H. Richard Niebuhr; and Joseph Fletcher, the author of "Situation
Ethics."
'Mlis program of religious
studies ls sponsored by the newly formed Ecumenical Campus
Ministry (ECM). The ECM in·
eludes the -~piscop~_ Campus

Lunch
AND

Dinner
Try Our

Hootenanny in the SUB Cage
this Thursday night willfeature,
''Exception-1 CaIJtpus Talent''.
It will begin. at .,S p.m. and last
until 10 p.m.

-tb~~

Ev~hodyS. Serving

@ Favorite! Breakfast

Ministry (Presbyterian, Methodist, Disciples, American Bap.
tist, and United Church of Christ)
and the YMCA.
This new project (the EC M)
is an experiment growing out ~
the rising ecumenical spirit
among the Christian bodies
around the world~
The ECM is committed to an
honest and intellectualiy sound
understanding of the Christian
faith as well as a clear and
frank discussion of the meaning
of our times.
Both students and faculty are
invited to join in this program.

of y()(Pff 0~ .

sUmmer shower
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PRINCE
MATCHABELLI

~

COLOGNE

,''
,
.

·.~-~

$1.25.and $2.50
.· .

i~'·

'

. ·...

COLOGNE SPRAY MIST

$1.75 and $2.50
ALSO:

Honey Dipped

BUBBLE BATH

Chicken
CALL

925-5644
CORNER OF Ith & MAIN

~\m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ,

·~ . ~:.

I= -..·..

-·:·---~--··,

: PERFUMED DUSTING POWDER

.

. PERFUME CREME SACHET

·~~:::Bx.
~~4,~
. j ROLL-ON DEODORANT

j PERFUMED BATH SOAP

Your Beauty Health and Preu;ription Center"
CLARENCE HELGESON and JOE SCHWAB
4tft and PIM
925·5344

WELCOME PARENTS
ITS ALWAYS A PLEASURE TO
SERVE YOU

BRANDING IRON MOTEL
Under New Management

MARV & BETTY KELLEY
925-3222

506 S. Main

Pepsters Eight
c~erlni Central teams on to victory next year will be Marla Lowe, Janet Cooper, Elaine
Hankins, Teri Bowen, Sue Leverett, Sherrie Stamper1 Art Mablx>tt and Barbie Aquino, the
new sweecy Pep Squad. The new pep staff was chosen on the basis of their appearance,
skill and enthusiasm.
(Photo by Pete Edlund)

New Staffers
Chosen· For
.Pep Squad
Seven women and one man
comprise Central's new pep
staff. Those elected in the May
2 tryouts were yell leaders, Barbara Aquino, ~rt Mablx>tt,
Sherry Stamper, and alternate,
Marla Lowe. Songleaders are
Teri Bowen, Janet Cooper, Elaine Hankins, and Sue Leverett.
The new squad was elected by
a committee of the social commissioners, the S.G.A.executive
officers, the old cheerleadersp
and one representative from
each dorm.
Those trying for pep squad
positions were evaluated on
appearance, coordination and
rhythm, smile, enthusiasm,
group appearance, and originality.
Participants presented an original yell or song, and the group
did a routine taught by this
year's pep squad,

8432
3W' Brim

Stray, Hats For
s·Y leecy Weekend
. FROM$2so

Wool Felt Hats
Green, Brown, and Blue

s39a

Mills· .Saddle N Tog
Complete Western Outfitters·
4th & Main .... 962~2312

NEW CAR SPECIALS
RETAIL

'67 Barracuda Fastback, Automatic ..

~

.

NOW

.s3373

s2999

.$4692

s3999

s4045

s3499

Power Steering, Bucket Seots

'67 Chrysler Custom Newport 4-. door hardtop
Full Power, .Bucket Seats, Etc.

'67 Plymouth VIP 2-door Hardtop 383 eng • .....
Full Power, Bucket Seats, Vinyl Roof

Best Selection Of Clean Used Cars In Town
'66 Dodge Monoco 2-door Hardtop, Full
'66 Dodge Polara 4-door Hardtop, Air

'66 Plymqut" Fury 1114-door, Full

Power

Po-r

Cond.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•• ; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • •

•

52799

2899

5
•

.-52599

52199
66 Plymouth Valiant Signet V-8
52299
'65 Plymouth Fury II Wagon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52299
'65 Plrmouth Fury Ill 4-door Hardtop
52199
'65 Plymouth Fury Ill 2-door Hardtop,
52199
'64 Ford Galaxie 500 2-door Hardtop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sl 695
'66 Dodge Dart 270,

Power Strg., Auto

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • '. • • • • •
2-door Hardtop, Full Power -. • • • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • •

Full Power, Air cond.

• ••••••••••••••••

383 en9 . , Full Power. Reor Speoker, Maroon Color • • , • ,

FALTUS MOTOR CO. INC
7th &, Pearl - Ellensburg

In today's column, the last of the school year, I don't
intend to be funny. (I have achieved this objective many
times throughout the year, but this time it's on purpose.)
The hour is wrong for levity. Final exams are looming.
Have you got a chance? I say yes! I say America did
not become the world's foremost producer of stove bolts
and cotter pins by running away from a fight!
You will pass your finals! How? By studying. How? By
learning mnemonics.
Mnemonics, the science of memory aids, was, as we all
know, invented by the great Greek philosopher Mnemon
in 526 B.C. (This, incidentally, was only one of the inventions of this fertile Athenian. He also invented the house
cat, the opposing thumb, and, most important, the staircase ..Before the staircase people were forced willy-nilly
to live out their lives on the ground floor, and many grew
cross as bears. Especially Demosthenes who was elected
Consul of Athens six times but never served because he
was unable to get up to the office of the Commissioner of
Oaths on the third floor to be sworn in. But after Mnemon's
staircase, Demosthenes got to the third floor easy as pie
-to Athens' sorrow, as it turned out. Demosthenes, his
temper shortened by years of confinement to the ground
floor, soon embroiled his countrymen in a seri~s of senseless wars with the Medes, the Persians, and the Los
Angeles Rams. This later became known as the Missouri
Compromise.)
·

CHRYSLER, PLYMOUTH, RAMBLER

But I digress. We were discussing mnemonics, which
are nothing more than aids to memory-little jingles to
help you remember names, dates, and places. For example:
Columbus sailed the ocean blue
Inf ourteen hundred ninety two.
See how simple? Make up your own jingles. What, for
instance, came after Columbus's discovery of America?
The Boston Tea Party, of course. Try this:
Samuel Adams flang the tea
·
Into the briny Zuyder Zee.
(NOTE: The Zuyder Zee was located in Boston Harbor
until 1801 when Salmon P. Chase traded it to Holland for
Alaska and two line backers.)
But I digress. Let's get back to mnemonics. Like this:
In nineteen hundred sixty seven
Personna Blades make shaving heaven.
I mention Personna because the makers of Personna
Super Stainless Steel Blades are the sponsors of this
column. If I may get a little misty in this, the final column
of the school year, may I say it's been a pleasure working
for Personna? May I say further that it's been an even
greater pleasure working for you, the undergrads of
America? You've been a most satisfactory audience, and
I'm going to miss you this summer. In fact, I'd ask you
all to come visit me except there is no access to my room.
The makers of Personna, after I missed several deadlines,
walled me in. I have no doors or windows-only a mail slot.
I slip the columns out; they slip in Personnas and such
food as can go through a mail slot. (For the past six
months I've been living on after dinner mints.)
I am only having my little joke. The makers of Personna
have not walled me in, for they are good and true and
gleaming and constant - as good and true and gleaming
and constant as the blades they make-and I wish to state
publicly that I will always hold them in the highest esteem,
no matter how my suit' for back wages comes out.
And so, to close the year, I give you one last mnemonic:
Study hard and pass with honors,
And always shave with good Personnors!

* * *

© 1967, Max Shulman

Personna and Personna's partner in luxury shaving,
Burma-Shave, regular or menthol, have enjoyed bringing you another year of Max's uncensored and uninhibited column. We thank you for supporting our protlucts;
we wish you luck in your exams .1 nd in all your other
enterprises.

~
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Central Keeps Eye to Future
By JOE GROVE

Staff Reporter
Now instructing more than
5,000 students, Central is look·
ing forward to university status.
Just 75 years old, Central was
originally a normal school. It
has since worked through the
ranks of college of education to
its present status of state col·
lege.
The main theme of Central
is to gear every program to
engrain feelings for intellectual
expansion. aesthetic apprecia·
tion, social ease, and physical
development.
This the me is pursued by im·
proving an ever increasing facuity, providing a fuU 9rogram
of dorm life, giving opportun·
ity to work in student government. and providing a planned
social program through the student government in conjuction
with the director of student ser·
vices.
Programs offered by the stu.
dent include such activities as;
athletic events, both varsity and
intramural, nationally known entertainers, nationally known
speakers on contemporary is·
sues, films of artistic value
and social dances.
While still boasting one of the
best education departments in
state, Central has become more
than a teachers college. A baccalureate degree is offered in
39 fields, a master of arts in
three fields, a master of.science
in three fields and a master of
education in 26 fields.
Photos by Michelle Perrow
and Peter Edlund

To live up to its main theme,
Central has had to constantly
expand its physical facilities.
Starting in the second floor of
Washington Public School, El·
lensburg, Washington, it nowoccupies sixty buildings with an
estimate value of $30 million.

In an effort to better serve
its more than 5,000 students
Central Washington State Col·
lege
continually seeks to
improve physically and academically always keeping an eye to
the future.

Businessmen Meet With ·studen·15
Five representatives from
leading Washington industries
met a panel of Sweecy students
recently at Hertz Recital Hallin
a program called "Students Ask
the Businessman."
The five executi~s included
Bruce Johnson, president of the
Association of Washington In·
dustries and director of public
affairs for the Boeing Co.; A.
J. Barran, president of the Gen.
eral Telephone Co. of theNorthwest; -Thomas Anderson, presi.

Clubs Sponsor
Spaghetti Feed
To Help School
Central's Home Economics
and Industrial Arts Clubs will
co-sponsor a spaghetti feed on
Tuesday, May 16. Proceedswill
go to . the Nellie Blirke School
for Retarded Children in Ellens·
burg, stated Jan Maudslien,
Home Economics .Club presi·
dent.
The spaghetti feed is open to
college students and the com·
munity. Prices are$ lfor adults
and 50 cents for children. It
wlll be held in the city park
from 5.7 p.m.
"If the we~her is bad, we will
move to the Chestnut Street Bap.
tist Church," Miss Maudslien
added.

Co-Rec Opens
For Familes
Co-Rec is open to families
this Sunday according to Dr.
Kennison, head of Co-Rec. All
the facilities of Nicholson Pa·
vilion will be open from 2·5
p.m.
The pool at the pavilion will
. also be open May 20 and 27.

dent of Concrete Technology
Corp.; Dr. Vincent Jolivet, vice
president, administration, Rock.
et Research Corp. and W11Uam
Kennelly, vice president of Industrial Relations, Heath Teena
Corp.
Questions were directed at the
panel by Central students Ken
.Strom, David Banks, James Hil·
bert and Don Carleton. Inter.
ested students had the oppor.
tunity to ask questions and ex.
change ideas with each repre.
sentative during special discussion sessions following the program.
Such topics as summer stu.
dent programs in rosiness, eco.
nomic expansion, business and
government relations, a~d the
importance of degrees in bust.
ness were opened to discussion.

When asked the reason for
having these student discussion
programs Johnson replied, "It
has becom~ apparent that bus.
inessmen have a poor image
with college students.We thought
th3.t this was a way to do something about it and show what
we really are. The business
world is a dynamic area."
While discussing the impor.
tance of a degree in business,
Dr. Jolivet stated, "When you
first start working a degree is
all important. You should have
one to break into the rat.race."
Anderson added that, in gen.
eral, a person with a degree
seems to have more potential.
The speakers agreed on the
point of aiming toward a broad
cirriculum in busin~s as a
definite asset.

WELCOME PARENTS
WE HOPE YOU ENJOY
YOUR STAY

CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, May 12, 1967

''SPARKLING NEW''

·WEBSTER.'S
RESTAURANT and BRAND ROOM
31 9 N. Pearl

i-----------------------·
Featuring •••

FR-A NK DeMl·ERO
QUARTET
Live Entertainment every •••

W ED.-FRl.-SAT. N ITES

----------------------DINE & DANCE

KERNS MOTEL

• The Finest In Dinners

925-1818

• New Dance Floor and
Lounge Area.

Modern, Steam Heat, Brick Units
Free TV, Radios, Ice

• Friendly Atmosphere

Ellis & Lydia Flaaen, Owners

709 N. MAIN

Ellensburg •

REMEMBER ... Enioy a nite out at Websters. Finest
Food and Entertainment in Ellensburg.

Try Camaro ..!'The Hugger"

Make lifelong

New York Life's insurance
program for college stu' dents can help convert your
dream of having lifelong
financial security into a
pleasant reality.

write ... phone ... or visit

Walter V. Messinger
Maurice 'Mose' Wippel
SPECIAL AGENT

NEW YORK LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
21 S E. 4th Avenue
925-9515

•

925-8017

"Welcome Mothers"

SGA will present BishipJames
Albert Pike at Nicholson Pa·
vilion May 19.
-

security more
than a
"pipe dream"
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Camaro hugs a road closer, straightens a curve easier because it's the
widest stance sportster at its price. It's lower, heavier, too ••• big-car solid and steady.
You get a better ride, more precise handling for your money.
Ask any Camaro owner, he'll tell you.
Now, during the Camaro Pacesetter Sale,
you also get special savings on specially equipped sport-co~pes and convertibles.
Save on all this: the 250-cu.-in. Six,
whitewalls, wheel covers, bumper guards, wheel opening moldings, body striping,
deluxe steering wheel, extra brightwork inside.
And, at no extra cost during the Sale;
get a floor shift for the 3-speed transmission and the sporty hood stripe!
Compare Camaro. See your Chevrolet dealer now.
(Sale savings, too~ on specially .;quipped Fleetside pickups, Model CS 10934.)

~

CAMARO
by Chevrolet

Brooks States
Student's Task
ToRHS-SGA

Challenge To Parents
We issue a sincere welcome to parents. With the welcome,
however, goes a challenge.
. .
We c~llenge pa.;-ents to accept Central Washington State College as it is- not Just as it is likely to be presented in the ·
friendly sales performance ouUine1 for them
.. A philosophy ot student rights ·md respon;ibillties has evolved
on this campus. Basically, it i~ that, in most instances, the
students at this college are old ·enough to be adults. Numerous
rights · and privileges have been granted to students her&.- but
only on the condition that they assume concurrent responsibilities.
A brief summary of student rights follows:
(1) Throug'1 their Student ·aovernment Associatio~ (SGA) stu.
dents operate ~ .working representative government, allocate $200,000 yearly for speakers, entettainment and main·
tenance of their student society.
(2) The SGA _president is allowed to sit in on meetings of the
influential President's Cowicil of administrators and of
the college board of trustees. The SGA president does not
vote on these bodies, but he does speak and he is heard.
(3) Joint faculty.student committees work to formulate policies
in virtually all areas of campus life from housing to food
planning to site development.
(4) A free student press, bound only by dictates of libel and
good taste, is responsible to a Board of Publications upon
which students hold a majority membership.
(5) An Honor Council of students judge student offenses.
Decisions may be reversed. by Deans of men or women,
but rarely are.
·
(6) Liberal dorm hours for both men and women recognize
that basic moral standards are formed long before college
age.
(7) Freedom of speech is guaranteed students in · a weekly
Curbstone public opinion forum. Students are allowed to hear
speakers representing philosophies ranging from the com.
munist left to the Nazi right.
The goal of these policies is clearly not to provide a sheltered
atmosphere for over-sized youngsters. It is, rather, to involve
young men and women in a realistic model of the real world
outside.
1:11ese substantial privileges have been granted to students on
the condition that they be undertaken thoughtfully and responsibly.
The major premise here is that students are capable of both
thought and responsibillty.
Based on Central's successes in these areas, we challenge
parents to accept that premise.
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Abo Ii sh Women's Hours

1

Clarificati.on
To the editor:
The writer of a letter in last
week's paper equates rhetoric
with the appeal to non-reason,
, and asks me for "a clarification of how rhetoric basically
differs from Madison Avenue
techniques, and how the force of
non-reason can contribute to the
promotion of a democracy."
In short, the response is that
Madis0n Avenue seeks to distort; rhetoric bases its appeal
on logical proof-an appeal to
man's rationality. But this
should be plain as day from
my original letter. So that let.
ter wlll not be further distort.
ed, let me include once again
the statement from Aristotle's
"RHETORIC"; and so there can
~ NO misunderstanding let us
put the key words in capital letters.
On rhetoric as a means of
self defense,. Aristotle ~aid: "It
is absurd to hold that a man
ought to be ashamed of ~ing
unable to defend himself with
his limbs, but not of being unable to defend himself with
SPEECH and REASON, when use
of RATIONAL SPEECH is more
distinctive of a humanbeingthan
the use of his limbs."
Logical proof, the appeal to
reason, has been the basis of
academic rhetorical studies for
over 2400 years. Anyone who
doubts it should read Aristotle,
Cicero, Quintilian, Augustine,
Blair, Whately, or Campbell.
(Ol", for that matter, ask a Sp.
201 student or any of our students of Argumentation or Per·
suasion).
Getting away from the academic scene, everybody knows

-----A SSOCfOfe
· d ( 0 II eg1a
· f e press- ·
(ACP) - Coeds living in dormitories . have long been victims
of an hours policy which treats them as immature children who
cannot be expected to use their time responsibly, comments the
University of Minnesota "Dally."
·
They are denied the rights of coeds living off campus and
working girls in .this age group to do whatever they wish with
their time. The "Daily" continued:
In all fairness to the administration and to Dean of Students
E. G. Williamson it must be pointed out that women's hours at
the University of Minnesota are more liberal than at most large
uniyersities and certainly more liberal than at most smaller
private colleges.
And the trend at the university is toward even less restrictive
rules. Since 1960 there have been no restrictions on women
over 21 and recently Williamson approved a policy granting
junior and senior women in three dormitories permission to
regulate their own hours.
But the "stifling paternalism" (a phrase coined by William.
son) of the university toward women dormitory residents will
not cease until all women's hours are abolished.
There is no evidence indicating that coeds will suddenly become
irresponsible if they are granted freedom. At Comstock Hall,
for example, junior and senior women use the no.hours policy
an average of only twice a month.
And ·current policies, ironically enough, do not prevent a girl
from staying out late if she really wants to. Instead of returning
late and risking a penalty, she simply stays out all night.
University officials are worried about public reaction to a
no-hours policy, especially if it is granted to freshmen. The
public is "not quite ready for the shock" of giving total freedom
to freshmen, Williamson said last year. "There's still a litue
protectiveness in our culture."
Yes, there might be some adverse public reaction if all women's
hours are eliminated, but hardly as much as administrators
f ear.

--"ly .on frido)'5 . ..civring
aca mte year exce
and halicloya . Entered os sec»nd clun inattM at
_
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there are non-scholarly, popular
uses of the term "Rhetoric".
To be inclined to pick up a pop.
ular usage of the term to argue
against the scholarly usage and
treatment is at best irrelevant;
at the worst, it is a dandy example of the Madison Avenue
technique that we all must learn
how to defend ourselves against.
Jon M. Ericson, Chairman
Department Qf Speech and Drama

GI Comments
To the Editor:
I have been following the Viet.
nam dialogue series in the Crier
with quite a bit of interest. For
one reason, two of the writers
are friends of mine and for
another I am now in the serv.
ice (Army).
I attended Central for three
years and was just as opposed
to the Vietnam situation as any.
one else, but looking back I
can see where I made what
seems to be a common mis.
take- that of over-intellectual·
izing on the subject. Being in·
tellectual about the situation is
not bad, but placing yourself on
too high an intellectual plane is
bad.
Since I've been in the Army
I've had to face the almost
certainty of serving in Vietnam
and this has adjusted my think·
ing and forced me into the reality
of fighting and possibly dying
in Vietnam.
When you hear of a friend
being machine.gunned, or killed
in a mortar attack, or wounded
in an ambush; then you realize
that this is here and now-not
way "over there" and you re.
alize that maybe "the whole situ.
ation was caused by post.w .w .II

:President James Brooks chal..
lenged participants in a recent
Residence Hall Senate SGA legis.
lative meeting to take active
roles in shaping their academic
society.
"Your most important task is
to try to improve the intellectual
quality of this school," Brooks
told the stude~1t leaders.
"I don't want you to think that
everything is right, but we've
got a lot going for us."
"One group that should con.
cern you more than any other
is the f acuity. The quality of
the education you receive here
depends a lot on the faculty,
so this is where you should
direct your efforts."
Brooks offered a warning as
well as advice.
"Ask what is being presented.
Inquire about tactics. Check
. before you endorse."

foreign policies" butAmericans
are killing and being killed now,
at this minute.
In the face of these facts,
I am forced to revamp my thinking, step ofi the intellectual
plane, pick up my M-16, and try
to kill them before they kill me.
It is quite a step!!
Intellectualism is needed but
let us have a voice on the
realistic (mud, jungle rot, blood,
and death) side also .
Sgt. Stevan R. DeSoer
USA CSS-TC
Ft. Huachuca, Ariz.

"Myths" Hit
To the Editor:
Once again, in your editorial
column of April 28, you have
attempted to put across the myth
that those who oppose the war
in Viet Nam ignore the forces
that threaten American life. (At
the same ·time, you 'reveal a
shameful inability to count be.
yond thirty.)
America is threatened most to.
day by those who promote this
senseless war, which is draining
our manpower and our re.
sources, contradicting all our
treaty commitments and Consti.
tutional obligations, and earning
for
us increasing enmity
throughout the world. Peace in.
deed comes through strength,
as you say. We are declining
in strength, the longer we fight
this war. Therefore, it threat.
ens world peace.
I notice ~t thestrongestindi.
victual in the wor·ld, in terms of
two.fisted man-to.man encoun.
ter, refuses to fight in this war.
Real champions dislike playing
the role ' of a bully.
(Continued on Page 7)

The
(Continued from Page 6)
I hope the majority of students

on this campus manage to turn
to a copy of the "Seattle P-1"
once in a while to read the words
of James Reston on this Vietnam
mess. His April 28 column dis.
cussed the prevaillng op1n1ons at
Y~le,
usually a conservative
campus.
If the editors of the Crier
were themselves used to reading
such high.level material as the
Reston and Lippmann columns,
they would probablyhaveattµned
their minds more effectively to
the content of the Symposium,
than to present such an editorial
as appeared at the top of their
April 28 column. Calling the
Symposium "sick," they could
find almost nothing more valuable during the entire proceed.
ings to comment upon, except
that 1) there were no right.
wingers present to provide max.
imum range of views; 2) one of
the speakers uttered obscene
language.
How easy does the Crier think
it is to bring in someone like
Bill Buckley to discourse on
"Revolution"? What would we
learn if we could? It would
make more sense to try to ar.
range another Symposium for
the future, on the topic "Re.
action." And if the Crier was
indeed insulted by the bad words
used by a frantically-secured
last-minute replacement, why
does it insist on insulting its
readers by repeating these
words?
Three times in this issue a
word was printed, which, it
seems to me, it should have
been the duty of some faculty
or administration official to cen.
sor. Student newspapers are
not run on the same principles
by which pornographers coax
money out of the pockets of a
gullible, "freodom"-htpped pub-

lie. Proper censorship limits
only the extent to which irre.
sponsible sensation-makers can
gain a living without hard work.
It would have taken hard work,
for instance, to carefully analyze
the better Symposium speeches.
John Chappell
Instructor in Geography

More Viet
To the Editor,
When you printed my letter
last week, you left out part <1
a sentence, so that you had me
saying, "Since the Vtetnamese
have never experienced "our
way of life" (except possibly
within the village councils which
were disbanded by Diem and
Ky), I do not see how they can
be threatened by the National
Llberation ·Front or the North
Vietnamese."
What I actually wrote was this:
"Since the Vietnamese have
never experienced "our way of
life,, (except possibly under the
French colonialists) or democracy (except possibly within
the village councils which were
disbanded by Diem and Ky), I
do not see how they (i.e., o.w.o.l.
and democracy) can be threatened ..• ".
Catherine Laing
English Dept.

Challenge
Editor:
How many of Central's grad.
uates were enticed to this institution because of a wild tale
told them by an older brother
or sister? How often does a
trip to Central during Sweecy
weekend or Frosh Orientation
attract the student who graduates
a credit to his college? Some.
times it seems the beanies, the
rings, and the mattress .rlde to
the Ganges are . °th~ most im.

porta.nt aspects of college. This
is apparent when the assembly
of Dorm Presidents wastes fif.
teen minutes-on the all-important
decision of whether tohavefloats
or signs in next yea.r's Home.
coming festivities, (ask them
what they concluded), or by the
old guard off.campus inability
to organize except to impede
the progress of the annual Elec.
Convention.
As one of the oldest state institutions, Central proudly displays
75 years of traditional fun things
to do. With our nine yell leaders,
we may well be a lea.ding Pepsi
Generation campus. But this
anniversary year, with almost
all new administratioIJ, has seen
a great change. Speaker pro..
grams, faculty dorm visitations,
Curbstone, endless Symposium.
style dialogue, is begging the
students to accept responsi~ll
ity.
Today Central is offering ever.
expanding opportunity to accept
responsib111ty, first to our total
educational commitment, then to
campus activities, and finally to
our vocational success. Always
building the educational facili.
ties to offer greater preparation,
constantly expanding the social
functions ·to discourage our suit.
case attitude, Central is now re.
evaluating our political struc.
tures to allow students a chance
to mediate with the faculty, so
that students will be better pre.
pared to meet their vocational
ch.... ~~enge.
Faculty and Administration:
Let the 75th year be the year
that Central students prove their
ability to accept the responsibil.
fties their college bestows upon
them. Students: May the yea.rs
that follow prove that the right
of responsibility granted you was
deserved, by your success in
Central's name.
Phil Rhodes

DROP-IN
by Dick

Tr~pp

Hours Pose False Issues
There's been a lot of talk
lately about girls' dorm hours;
should they be in at midnight?
Two o'clock? No hours at all?
Hours for all freshmen worn.
en? Some freshmen women?
Committees have been set up
to study the situation. Polls
have been taken to determine
how the coeds feel about hours.
All kinds of questions have
been asked concerning this
minute phase of college life.
But bas anyone bothered to stop
and ask himself, or anyone else,
I what justification does the ad.
m1n1stration, or SGA, or anyone
else have for trying to tell 50
per cent of the on-campus stu.
' dents how to live?
1

We are told, "The girls need
some controls or they will flunk
out in two quarters." But men
have no hours. Will they main.
tain the almighty GPA which
will enable them to remain merely because they are men?
We are also told, ''Freshman
and sophomore girls aren't old
enough to take care of them.
selves, so we will protect them
~rom experience.'' But do they
honestly think that what might
be accomplished after midnight
or two a .m. can't be done well
before those magic hours?
To say "You must do this,"
or "You cannot do that," is as
much as to say, "You have no
morality of your own, therefore, _we will give our morality

to you. We will show you hvw

to live your lives, since you
can't possibly know how to live
them yourselves because you are
young."
It would appear that whoever
1t is that imposes these restrictions on the women of Cen.
tral bas lost sight of the fa.ct
that college ts, was, an~ always
should be, a learning experience.
And whether a coed does her
learning in the library, the SUB
Cage, or the back seat of a
parked car, should be of no
concern to anyone but the par.
ties immediately involved.
The mere fact that three of
tour other state institutions of
higher learning have women's
hours should not be a criterion
for Central. And if a girl's
parents think their daughter's
m orallty will be in danger if
she attends this wicked institution, it is their responsibility,
not ours, since this is not a day
nursery, to either see that she
gets the tra1n1ng they think she
needs, or buy her a good chas.
tity belt.
So it appears to me that if
the administration, SGA, or any..
one else who is involved, will
take the time to think a few
things over, and will magnan.
imously grant that Central stu.
dents have some degree of in·
telligence, then and only then,
might we have taken that first,
faltering step toward that seem.
ingly all important goal of be.
coming a university.

-On P h i l o s o p h y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

On The Nature of Pacifism
By Arnold BuntainApart from an investigation on
the origin of moral and immoral
action, I will tor this short dis.
sertation assume that reason or
emotion, when taken alone, are
the sources of moral or immoral
activity. So !assert that Pacifism .
is the application of the product
of the interaction of the two.
I must draw a distinction be.
tween Pacifism and moral objec.
tion to violence. Pacifism is the
euactment of moral objection,
while moral objection to violent:e
ARNOLD
is the formulation of a resolu.
BUNTAIN
tion between man's reason and
his free-will, thus being the basis for Pacifism.

PACIFISM DEFINm
There seems to be many forms which the enact.
ment of moral objection may iake. Pacifism is th{'
activity or application of moral understanding on a
scale the extreme of which is total abstinence from ·
violence.
It seems to me that we all a~e a,t least in part
familiar with some form of Pacifism as enactment,
but I wonder how many of us have been exposed
to the product or resolution of the activity ot man's
reason with the moral law.
Moral actions appear to rise strangely out of
cultural expression and the most of which we see
is the moral law in activity of some form or another.
However, the basis of moral activity is perhaps
more profound than the activity itself. To clarify,
lt ls perhaps necessary to see the term, ''violence"
in a much broader perspective.
We normally think of vi9lenceas something physical,
one body forcing itself upon another, but there is
a mental violence that perhaps is not so evident.

MENTAL VIOLENCE SUBTLE
Just as the physical violence which is easily se~
represents the negative aspect of morality, the non.
physical sense ot violence while more subtle, rep.
resents perJiaps the more destructive.
One example of violence, in the mental sense of
the word, might be the use of propaganda. Basically,
the term violence means "forcing oneself consciously
upon another." This meaning is at the heart of the
term violence, and becomes the basts· for most U
not all moral activity.
Evangelism is another example of mental violence,
namely, consciously requiring another to believe, act,
judge, or commit himself as you do. In this sense
of the word, violence, is there a "good" form of
'propaganda or is there a "moral" evangelism?

BASIC QUESTION ASKED
And so we com~ to the question which governs
all moral activity: How can I act outside ot myself
for others? The answer becomes applicationa.l in
nature and thus falls · somewhere on the scale of
Pacifism. 'Ibis is to say that we all are to some
extent, as we live for others in a communal struc.
ture, Pacifistic, the extent of which depends upon
where we find ourselves on the sea.le. Thus the
only possible non-PacWsm would be radical egoism,
which again becomes a quesUon of applicative moral·
ity.
The tormulaUve morality is the point at which ma.n's
reason accepts the emotive which is the relationship
ot his reason to other beings. It ts at the point
where reason and teellng conjoin t!Bt moral Jaw ts
formulated.

INTERACTION NEEDED
The moral law must of necessity be formulated
in the interaction ot selves tor there ts no need for
morality apart from the collecilve activity of reason

interacUng -with reason, feeling interacting with
feeling 1n the communal situation.
It is thus that one finds the basis for moral acUvity.
It is only in community that one can find moral or
immoral acUvity. For though we are also in fact
individuals, it is only possible to violate the self
through others.
So in any investigation of Pacifism, one must dis.
cover that it is not a matter of whether one is or
is not pacifistic. It is a matter of degree. We are
all to some extent necessarily pacifistic if we are
in the body of humanity.

PACIFISM, VIOLENCE COMPARED
·Pacifism then is the application of moral objection
to violence. Violence must take on the larger meaning
ot "using" another either physically or mentally.
Violence against another must also be seen as
violence against the self for we are to some degree
to ourselves as others think we are. To consciously
use another becomes in this sense immoral.
Pacifism, when seen in this light, sbr.uld justify
itself. The question as to where one finds oneself
on the scale is merely the degree tr which the resolution of reason and the emotive}s sought. Reason
as the governor on the throttle<-.. free will can give
the human, of which they are a r..art, moral objection
to the violence ot violating others and the self.
Thus the final accomplishment of human reason ts
the absorption ot the emotive, the free will. This
ideal which is possible to realize, becomes valid
PacWsm 1n appllcaUon.

FIRST STEP TOLD
The first step in realizing such an ideal is the ac.
cepta.nce of the need for objection against the kind
of violence that is against others, and consequently
the self; the kind ot violence that is the destruction
ot both the self and the other in its activitf: the
violence of ''using" another.
- - - - .. .. , . ,.. ... ,, .,.
~
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Tiny A'/ice
The lawyer (Terry Uppenburg) and the Cardinal (Bill
Eyman) discuss Miss Allee in the Cardinal's unique
garden during Central's production of "Tiny Allee,"
The Spring Play, "Tiny Alice" was written by Edward
Albee, author of "Who's Afraid of Virginia Wolfe," and
will be featured entertainment for Parents' Weokend.
(Photo by Pete Edlund)

Choirs Combine For Concert
Central's choir and orchestra will be combining with Yak·
ima Valley College cooir to pre·
sent two major works.
These concerts will be presented on Sunday, May 14, at
8 p.m. in Yakima and Monday,
May 15, at Central. The concert
here will be iii Hertz Recital
H.all at 8 p.m.
The two choirs and orchestra
will be performing the Stravin·
sky "Symphony ol. Psalms." It
will be conducted by Mr. E.

Gordon Leavitt of the Central
Staff.
The choirs will also combine
to sing "Mass in G minor" by
R. Vaughan Williams. This will
be conducted by Miss Mildred
Forsling, Yakima Valley College choir director.
Four Central student soloists
in the "Mass" are Paula Kody,
Seattle sopran(); Janet Ewalt,
Enumclaw contralto; Robert
Heater, Yakima tenor; and Tom
Reick, Wenatchee bass.

'KrisBucknell
·eecoMes New
Hyakem Editor

Union Board
Studies New·
Dance Policy

Kris Bucknell, a sophomore
from Tacoma, is the newly ap.
pointed · "Hyakem" editor. She
.will serve for the rest of the
current school year and in 196768.
"A ·school's annualls a h1$tory
book, memory book, and a ref.
erence book. I hope that this
next year we can fulfill thes.e
needs plus add a .Utile more
interest," Miss Bucknell said.
Besides being a "policy maker
and peace maker," Miss Buck·
nell will develop layout and design the "Hyakem."
"I hope to make the "Hyakem"
a ~ctioningunitofCentralrath
er than another one-credit ac.
tlvlty as most consider it ·n ow."
Kris, who hopes "to gain more
experience in photo-journalism,
would like to make the annual
more informal and casual.
"The 'Hyakem' is on its own
financially and, therefore it is
important that next year's book
be better than ever for sales
purposes if for no other rea.
son;" Miss Bucknell concluded~

Three · new dance Policy pro- ·
posals are· in front of the Sam·
uelson Union Board for consld·
eratlon.
The ftrst. proposed policy
would charge a set fee to any
spansored group of a rock n'
roll danc ! • This fee would go to
pay SUB workers. The second
proposal would eliminate all
groups from putting on rock n'
roll dances. The rock n' roll
d~ces would then be program·
ed by the SGA.
The latest proposal ls for the
sponsoring group and SGA to
go 50-50 on all profits of any
type of dance. SGA' s share would
go for paying dance workers,
clean-up, and subsidizing any
semi-formal that should happen
to lose money.
"We would like to hear from
any student on what we should ·
adopt as ·a dance Policy,'' said
John Greenfield, Chairman of the
Samuelson Union Board. "We
meet in the North Paw of the
SUB every Tuesday and Thursday from 4 to 5 p.m.

KRJS BUCKNELL
, ..... add a . little more ••• "

Lo.mbard Hosts
Student Show
.sue Lombard Hall wlll host
its annual Parent's WeekendArt
Show, tomorrow and Sunday, in
SUe Lombard Hall, announced
Sharon Sands, chairman.
Art work of all kinds, Pot·
tery, paintings, and jewerly will
be on display for show and for
sale both days.
Students interested in exhibit·
ing their work should contact
Miss Sands at Sue I.f>mbard be·
fore 5 p.m. this evening.
There wlll be no admission
charge • .

CAT-A-LOG

Action Pervades Campus Scene
MOVIES "SHOWN
~
for this weekend are;
"Guns .of Naverone" and "The
Great Escape". These wlll be
playing at 8:30 p.m. Friday and
Saturday nights in Hertz Recital
Hall. These two movies will be
shown again on Sunday, May 14
with the "Great Escape" at
2 p.m. and "The Guns of Nav·
erone" at 5: 30 p.m. in McCon·
nell Auditorium.
''Good Neighbor Sam" will be
the campus flick for the Friday
night movie on May 19. It be·
gins at 8: 30 p.m. in McConnell
Auditorium.
The International Fllm Series
~ovles

WELCOME PARENTS
FROM ·

will present "Black Orpheus"
at 7:15 p.m. Thursday, May 18
in McConnell Auditorium.
TINY ALICE ENDS ·
This will be the last week·
end to see "Tiny Alice". It
will show for the last time at
8 p.m. Friday -and Saturday
nights in McConnell Auditorium.
A discussion of the spring play
will be held from 4-6 p.m. in
the Grupe Conference Center
on Monday, May 15.
EXAM GIVEN
English Competency Exams
will be held May 15 from 7·
9 p.m. in Black 107.
WITHDRAWAL DATE
May 15 will be the last day
to withdraw from spring quar·
ter classes.
POOL OPEN·
On May 13, 20, and 27 the
swimming pool wlll be open .
from 1-4 p.m. for those students

who wish to have free swim.
Co-Rec will also offer a free
swim Sunday from 1-4 p.m. in
the paol. Everyone ls invited.
MUSIC SCHEDULE
The Music Department has a
heavy schedule coming up. May
15 brings the combined choirs
~ CWSC and YVC to Central
at 8:15 p.m. in Hertz. Several
student recitals will be held
beginning at 5 p.m. in Hertz
Recital Hall on Tuesday May
16.
WEEKEND DANCES
Grub-a-go-go will be the theme
of the Rn'R dance to be sponsored
by Wilson Hall. This dance will
be on Friday, May 19, from 9.
12 p.m.
11
· Bill
Schway and The Sha·
dows" willperformfor the semi·
formal Coronation Ball, Saturday, May 20.
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ALL OUR GUARANTEED USED CARS

SHAKES~ ---

Qll BUBG ERS GHEESEBURBERS
· FRENCH FRIES

'66 C1.1stom fordor Sedan . . . . . . . . .
Auto . , Steering . Brakes, Y -8, 352 ··

'66 Country Sedan 6 Pass. .
Radio, heater , .A.uto

Stel'ring . 50 , 000 Mile Warranty

'66 Ford Galaxie 500 4-Dr. H.T.
'66. Comet 4 dr. Sedan ..
Radio,

auto.,

power steering,

new

~or

warronty

'66 Fairlane 500 2-Dr. Convert• ....
4 -speed, Sharp , 50 ,000 -Mile Worronty,390 Eng.
1

66 Custom 500 2 Dr. Sedan
Auto . , radio, Steering . V -8 enq ,New Car Wcmn"tv

'66 Lincoln HT Cpe. . ....
All Power New Cor Warranty

'66 Fairlane Fordor Sedan

Under 5000

1895
s2595
s2495

5

s2095
s2745
s1995
s4450
s2295

Auto , radio, <o te4) ri ng New Car Wo rro 1-.ty

Kelleher Motor -co.
-6th & Pear'

ARCTIC CIRCLE DRIVE IN

Phone 925-1408
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Legg 'Digs' Kids, Change, Work
App Legg is ·a guy who "digs"
kids, change, and his work.
"I'm doing what I like to do.
College students are optimistic and I enjoy working with
them," commented Legg, director ~ the Student Union Build·
ing.
Legg, a native of Ellensburg,
is concluding his first year as
director of the SUB and states
he has no desire to do anythin
else.
Conscious of his responsibill·
ties, Legg spends as much time
as possible with the students,
and their activities. Legg feels
they are his "first obligation."
Legg finds c WSC students
''friendly, cooperative, andeasy
to work with" and he "enjoys
them very, very much".
Coming from WashingtonState
University where he was co-or·
dinator of activities, Legg stat·
ed that Central offered a bal·
anced activity program and a:a
opportunity to develop a student
union program.
"I strongly feel that the programs must be in accor·
dance with student interest and
needs or they will not be suc·
cessful," he stated, thoughtfully
adding that there should always

be provisions for change and im·
provement.
As an example, Legg pointed
to Homecoming with its routine
pattern of activities.
"We can't let a program go
stale or the changing student
will lose interest," he stated.
Legg is enthusiastic as he ·
speaks of the expansion program
being developed by the SUB ex-

Students Stage:
'A Fumed Oak'
In The Round

,/

Noel Coward's play, "A Furn·
ed Oak," will be staged in theatre
of the round in Hebeler Auditor·
ium at 8 p.m. on May 19°20,
according to Christie Seefried,
student director.
"This one-act play is a dom- .
estic, dark comedy, not happy 1
yet not a tragedy," Miss Seefried, a senior Speech and Drama major, stated.
The cast of characters in·
eludes freshman Rick Wells as
Henry who is henpecked and
overrun by the women of the
household. His wife, Doris, is
played by Carol Schnebly. The
Grandmother, Mrs. Rocket, is
played by Sylvia Erickson, and ·
Jane English portrays Elsie,
the spoiled daugbter of Henry
and Doris.
Assistant director is junior,
Esther Bates. Tom Triplett is
in charg9 of lighting.
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PLAZA
RECORD SHOP

pansion committee.
A model of the proposed build·
ing sits fu Legg's office show·
ing the two million dollar p~o
posal. It would include, accord·
ing to Legg, two ballrooms,
enlarged game room and cafe·
teria, a lounge and additional ·
meeting facilities.
Legg feels certain new programs are needed at Central.
;, At the present time several
of us are involved in discussing some of the . recreational
needs <A. the campus and the
possible development of these
programs" Legg concluded.

IN THE ·PL'~ZA

LARGEST & LATEST.STOCK
OF PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES.
ALSO:.

Guitars
.
SeJpplimentary Textbooks
RECORDED TAPES
Radios-Electric & Transistor
PHONO NEEDLES
Batteries . ·
Tape Recorders
Blank Tapes
Portable Stereo Players
Wiring Access~ries

Students-Bring your broken phono & radios to.Plaza_. We will' take to mai".' store f.or repair."

OWNED &

APP LEGG

" .••digs kids ••• "

OPER~.TED

BY

DEAN'S ' T.V~

BU-X-10 (Eyeglasses hinge)
~--

-

MEMBER FDIC-SAVINGS INSURED TO $15,000

Collegians
Are Cordially
Invited To The

Grand Opening
of

Ellensburg State Bank
4th&Ruby

Tuesday, May 16-Noon-7 p.m.
EMIL J. KLUCK, JR., CASHIER

CLARK M. RUNYAN; PRESIDENT;
DIRECTORS:

When You Must Keep Alert
When you can't afford to be drowsy,
inattentive, or anything less than a//
there . .. here's how to stay on top.
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
two cups of coffee, stretched out
up to six hours. Safe
and non-habit-forming.

Phillip B. Kern, Kern Livestock Co., Chairman; Lawrence I. Bailey, Bailey-Powell Pharmacy; Dr. James A. Cobb, Valley Clinic; James E. Farrell, Ellensburg Telephone Co.;
Donald R. Hay, Haybrook Hereford Ranch, Inc.; Perry H. Mitchell, Director of Finan-·
cial Relations, Central Washington State College; Enos E. Underwood, Registrar, Central V\(ashington State College; Maurice W. Wippel, New York Life Insurance Co.;
Clark M. Runyan.

DRIVE-IN WINDOW OPEN
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Continuous Action
Alertness Capsules

REGULAR BANKING HOURS
MONDAY.;THURSDAY-10 A.M.-3 P.M.
FRIDAYS ONLY-10 A.M.-6 P.M.

\
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"We 're trying to acquaint and
interest students in the area ot
social · service," says Mrs.
Linda Lee Anderson, president
ot the newly formed Social Work
Club.
"It was my idea that Central
should have the club," says the
petite junior. She got together
.with several sociology professor s during winter quarter to
start the club. Virgil Smith, assistant professor of s6cio~ogy,
is now the advisor·.
Mrs. Anderson, a psychology
major in the pre-social work
program, says t~at the club .will

At ·S hreve's Chevron
CllECK!

Tail Pipe :
Muffler_
Minor ·
Tune Up

Lube

Oil
Battery

1

Sociology Club Pia ns Program
serve to centralize social work
information from the various

members, meets every ot~r
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. tn · the

-college departments.
The club's immediate objec-

SUB.

tives are to start a file of
catalogs from graduate schools
ot SOCial work and job descrip.
Uons and requirements. Anoth·
er objective is to get more social work classes taught at Cen•
tral.
The club elected other officers
at it's third m~eting. Bill Hage.
dorn is vice-presiden,t and Devon
Greyerbiehl · is secretary.
treasurer. Mrs. Anderson says
that · the clu~, with about 25

W. L. ''Bill'' SHREVE

the new building.

Temporary quarters for the·
library will' be in the Cascade
School basement.
All books checked out between
May 1 and May 15 will not be
due until June 1.

Ith & C Street-..925-9216

llHllJerrol's
111111111 book department
8th AVE.

.Ellensburg library
·C-loses Temporarily
:>11

CHE\IRON SERVICE·

E.

The club hopes to do some
field work around Ellensburg.
"It will be a learning exper• .
ience for us and a service to
the community," she ackis.

The Ellensburg Public Library
will be closed the week of May
15·20 so construction can begin

l

One Block West Qf Can:-pus

- - - - - - - 111

A club activities schedule has
not been made up, but Mrs. An·
derson expects to have speakers and fll~s at the meetin~s.
"We're -a fairly loose-knit organization," she explains.

e

96.2-4137

FROM 8A·.M. TO 10 P.M. 7DAYS AWEEK

"WHERE THE STUDENTS ARE!"
SINCE 1947

Baepler Covers Colleg_e Problems
The fifth in a series of "Last
Lectures" was held May 8 in
the lounge of Wilson Hall. Speak.
er for the lecture was Dr. Don·
ald H. Baepler, associate professor of biology and assistant
to President Brooks.
Because of limited attendance
Dr. Baepler decided to forego
his prepared speech and answer
any questions about the college
that might be brought up.
Dr. Baepler began by giving
a historical sketch of the .col·
lege. He said, "it didn't do much
for the first 50 years," butwent
on to explain it was only a nor·
mal school and didn't even offer
aB.A.

EXPANSION BEGINS
However, Dr. Baepler noted
that Central has begun to ex.
pand since 1960 and the administration is looking to a school
of ten or twelve thousand. About
60 per cent of this enrollment
would be upper classmen and
graduate students, according to
· Dr. Baepler.
"Right now we have halfway
made the transition from col·
lege to university,'' Dr. Baepler
said. He estimates that in ten
years Central will be a university, if not in name, at least
in curriculum~
Dr, Baepler also said that
Central is aiming at becoming
a school of international rela.-

tions, centering its interest in
Southeast Asia

TOPICS EXPLORm
Dr. Baepler then turned to
specific topics dealing with the
college.
Concering the new general ed·
ucation program be said, "It's
probably the best curriculum
change Central has had in its
75 years.''
Dr. Baepler said that he fa·
vors learning informally in
small discussion groups. How.ever, he feels that this is possible only on a limited basis
at Central.
Dr. Baepler said that next fall
will be the most crowded classroom conditions ever at Central,
but said that new classrooms will
be under construction for use a
. year from then.
NEW SYSTEM NEEDm
On the topic of IBM registration, Dr. Baepler said that he
advocates a pre-registration
system, fully automated.
"We have to push it as fast
as possible. We need one that
is fully automated," Dr. Baepler
said.
The system he proposes still
would allow students to choose
period and professor in most
cases.
HOUSING VIEWm
With increased enrollment ad·
ditional housing would be needed. Dr. Baepler said that he be·
lieves that housing will go toward the apartment type rather
than the dormitory. In this way
students would provide their own
services, such as cooking, but
could still eat at the dining
halls if they wished.

As for the infirmary, Dr. Baep.
ler said that $400,000 has been
budgeted for a new infirmary
with added personnel. The new
infirmary will have bed care
avallabl~.

•

Military Ball·Dining
1c:f/-nt~j, cJ.fbtd'962-147

1 , ~'"';if'-.;;~'1>'4'!';'4
rn~1rc1111

"It will be a far better situa-

BU-X-7 CA record)

.

ELLENSBURG

SATURDAY SPECIAL
ANTLER CHUCK

tion than we have now. Right
now it is inadequate,'' Dr. Baep.
ler said.

PROFESSORS PUBLISH
Asked about Central's policy
on "publish or perish," Dr.
Baepler said that he felt that
at Central it was more a matter of publish or no advancement or promotion.
He said that he felt that a
professor should do two things.
First, he should transmit the
knowledge of his discipline to ·
the student. Second, the professor should add to the knowledge
of his discipline.
Concluding, Dr. Baepler said
he felt that a professor had a
dual obligation to his discipline
and to the institution to publish.
The next "Last Lecture" will
be May 22 at 6:30 p.m •. in the
Anderson Hall lounge. Dean Mc·
Cann will speak.

525 ·N. PEARL

WAGON SMORGASBORD

ALL YOU CAN EAT
>;

OPEN 6:45

925-9511

FRI. & SAT.
Excel lent Adventure-Outstanding Entertainment
If You Liked The lpcress File You'll Love Funeral In Berlin
(SHOWS AT 7:00 & 10:50)

MICHAEL CAINE.N

•

funeral in •rlin I

ST ARTS SUNDAY MAY 14TH
* SUPERIOR, WONDERFUL ENTERTAINMEN11
* NOMINATED FOR 4 ACADEMY AWARDS

THIS IS GEORGY.

THIS IS GEORGY'S
ROOMMATE.

THIS IS GEORGY'S
ROOMMATE'S
ROOMMATE.

I
.
g~;lGRllJ8MBs M8SON 8ldN BdTes·LYNN R8DGRave c
PLUS ACADEMY NOMINEE CO-HIT
Both Pictures
Nominated
For Best
Actress.
Both
Redgrave
Sisters.

ORGAtJ!
Call him what you like
"A KOOK!"••• "A NUT!"

DR. DON BAEPLER
"it didn't do much .•• "

...•"Afl ODD BALL!"

For low cost Insurance cov.
ering Hondas, liability-acci.
dent, Fire • Life • Auto and
hard to place insurance.
We specialize in Honda In.
surance which includes 24
hour medical coverage on or
off the Honda at a real eco.
nomic rate.
Stop in and seeDonJonesat

THI: 1111!HIES!; 1:11.1:
MICHAEL CAINE
When you can't afford to ·be dull
sharpen your wits
with NoDoz

Don
Jones
Insurance
962-7787

TUE. & WED. MAY 16 & 17 BAD.GAIN NIGHT
$1.50 A CARLOAD
GREAT ENTERTAINMENT
ALL ACADEMY AWARD 'PROGRAM
------(COMEDY PLAYS FIRST)---~--

!oo~tr or ~ter...~ou'll Faff i11 Lore with ~;Ji:,~

HARRELL

INC Fh . :s.

iifl~O•t(.IA

II

ID

,J t:)IQli11,_C!· ~ · .-

WdaftU"'ii; 1111'11• ;/ ,' ,~

ZORBA PLAYS SECOND)

"ANTHONY QUINN IS BRILLIANT!"
- Bosley Crowther. N.Y. Times

ANTHONY QUINN
ALAN BATES·IRENE PAPAS
Tablets or new Chewable Mints

81 0 N. Pine

PLUS THIS GREAT
BON US FEATURE
FRI. &. SAT. ONLY
ALL COLOR ACTION!

MICHAEL CACOYANNIS PRODUCTION

RBA1HE

'

'

New Ed Program Begins

SECRETARIES
STENOS
TYPISTS
The U.S. Central Intelligence Agency has positions which offer responslblllty and challenge to
quallfled persons.
Washington, D. C. & Overseas Employment'
$4776--$5331--$5867
Standard government ~eneflts and overseas allowancei. Service overseas Is voluntary. lnltlal
assignments are In metropolltan area of Wash;.
lngton, D. C.
Requirements: U. S. citl.zensf:lip. Single. Typlsts40 wpm net. Stenos-shorthand at 80 wpm. Ex·
tensive medlcal . and background screening.
A representative wlll Interview students on the
CWSC campus on Tuesday, May 1.6. For Information about these positions and to schedule an interview,apply immedlately to B. Dean Owens,
Director, CWSC Placement Service, Barge Hall.

.

_Independent Auto
Repair ·
.

TEXACO SERVICE
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

A new teacher education program ·will be initiated in July
with a folµ" and one-halt week
field experience, says Dr. Donald Schliesman, assistant dean
• of education and one of the program's chief proponents.
The program will operate in
the Seattle school system and
·is geared to develop young teach·
ers to work more effectively
with children in url:an center

nile authorities and the courts,
with church -affiliated programs
or with various ~ other social
agencies.
SCHEDULE CONTINUES
The . field experience would
be followed by what Dr. Schliesman termed a "pre-autumn ex.
perience." It would be similar
to ''September experience" gtv.
en students in conventional
teacher education programs.
During fall <luarter, the Cen.
tral students will take .a block
of courses dealing with curriculum, human growth and development, learning and evaluation,

schools.
It calls, in

part, for future
teachers to spend 32 weeks uv.
ing, studying, and student.teaching at schools · in the heart ot
Seattle.
PRINCIPLES NOTED
"We're opera.ting under the
assumption that an instructor
is more apt to be effective if
he first gets to know and to
understand some of the unique
environmental problems . posed
by the inner city,'-' Dr. Schliesman said in explaining the pro.
gram.
The principle of the program
is to introduce the students to
all aspects of the community in
which they are to teach so they
will be as familiar with the
people and territory as if they
la.d lived there for some time.
For example, a participant
may work with the Central Area.
Motivation Program, with Juve.

'
'
Dr. DON SCHILIESMAN
" ••• environmental ••. "

Mother'
s
Day
•
IS a
nice day
to call home•.

INTRODUCING •••

KAWASAKI 100 Model Dl Superlube
*Top H.P. & Torque For 100 cc
* Wide Power Band Rotary Valve
* Superlube. No fuel Premixing
* Long Life-Absolute Reliability
* Good Acceleration

Students Take
Friday Harbor
Science Trip

..-~·

In fact any

Sunday is!
Go ahead! Splurge. You can talk
three minutes station-to-station
anywhere in the continental U.S.all day Sunday for only $1.00 or
less plus tax.

·--
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>ELLENSBURG

TELEPHONE
COMPANY
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Some of these species are now
on disply in the Instant ocean
sea tank in room 106 of Lind
science building.

SANDWICHES

s1 .70 •2.40 s3.oo HAM BROIGER *

CHEESE
BLACK

14"

Nine science students from
CWSC and two advisers were
on a very successful field trip,
April 27-30, to Friday Harbor
and the University of Washing.
ton Marine Re search Station.
Headed by Doctor Clark, a~
sociate professor of biology,
the group spent three days collecting various sea animalsduring three low tides and studying
them with the aid of sea tables
in one of the laboratory build·
ings. Unusually low tides f acili·
tated the keying-out, study·
ing, and"' the transporting back
to school of some 80 species
of sealife found.
UPon arriving at Friday Harbor, Dr. c aslof the assistant
director of the site, assigned
the group to cottages and they
caught the first low tide.

PIZZA MIA
12"

and culture. The courses are
laboratory in nature and involve
actual work in Seattle classrooms.
Halt of the group then would
return to.Ellensburg during winter quarter, while the other 11alt
tackle student teaching assign.
ments in Seattle. The groups
will switch places spring. qua.r.
ter, with those on campus mov.
ing to Seattle for student teaching and vice versa.
·
PROGRAM A FIRST
The program carries 43 credit
hours,
excluding
whatever
course work the student elects
to take during his one-quarter
residence on campus.
From a field of 60 applicants
who have been screened it has
been narrowed down to 31. out
of these, 25 will be chosen
for the program.
Dr. Schllesman said Dr. F.
Dale Elmore, associate profes.
sor of education and supervisor
of the CWSC Student Teaching
Center at Wenatchee, had been
named program supervisor. He
will live in Seattle and be responsible for overall coordination of the program with the
Seattle Public Schools, advisory
work and teaching.
The program is .the first of
its kind on the undergraduate
level in the State of Washing.
ton.
"Central Missouri State at
Warrensburg runs such a pro.
gram in cooperation with the
Kansas City Schools, and it's
the only other one I know of in
the United States," Dr. Schliesman said.

Commenting on the successful
field trip, Dr. Clark expressed
h.Ope the trip would become. an
annual event.

. $.60
.. $.55

* BROILED

OLIVE ... . •95

1.30

1.80 2.50 3.10 Apple Beer .... •25 Milk ... .• 10 .15 .20 I

PEP. OR SAU.
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BACON

1.00
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1.00
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2.00

SHRIMP
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2.15 2.80 3 •60
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.. •25 I

I
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~-------------------------------------------------SALES TAX INCLUDED
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CRITICS NAME "BLOW-UP"
YEAR'S BEST FILM
MICHELANGELO ANTONIONl'S FIRST
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE FILM, "BLOW-UP,"
WAS VOTED "BEST PICTURE OF THE
YEAR" AND ITS DIRECTOR, ANTONIONI,
WAS NAMED "YEAR'S TOP DIRECTOR"
BY THE NATIONAL SOCIETY OF FILM
CRITICS. THE PICTURE HAS ALSO BEEN
LISTED IN NUMEROUS "TEN BEST" LISTS
BY LEADING CRITICS THROUGHOUT THE
COUNTRY .

Cindermen Face Track Showdown

Northwest small college track
and field supremacy will be decided tomorrow when the Port·
land state College cinder squad
invades the Wildcat oval. The
meet may well not be decided
until the final relay event in ·
the late afternoon.
Despite a definite advantage
in the field events, the spikers
from the Oregon city are ex·
pected to fade in the running
events and fall to the better
overall depth of the 'Cat squad.
By the end of the meet Coach
Art Hutton's charges should
be nearly 25 Points ahead of
their opposition.

"IFS" PREVALENT
There may be a few "ifs"
in the meet tomorrow. Portland State sprinter Malcom
Strong has been nursing a pulled hamstring muscle. Should
he be in shape, the sprint chores
could become significantly more
difficult fQr Central. Several oth·
er races could present great
duels. Bob Metzger and Dick
Knutson will .be presented with
great challenges from Jim McAbe e, who has done as well as
the Wildcat hurdlers.
Weightman Bob Santo will be
presented with his toughest competition of the season. Gary
Young went 57-2 last week and
his· understudy Terry Livermore
has done 53' with the iron ball.
These two and Darrel Heard
have all done over 150' in the
discus. Another field event which

will give Central tracksters a
beadache is the high jump, where
the Viks have done 6-4.
Last week, the Central spik·
ers successfully defended its
men's open champlonshiptrophy
at the Vancouver Relays in Van·
couver B.C. The Wildcats piled
up 17 points in Friday's two
events, then coasted to a 124
point total - beating Shoreline
Junior College by nearly 40
Points.

BEARD STARS
Wildcat runners accounted for
their usual vast number of Points
by racking up wins in the 100
yard dash, mile and 440 relays.
John Beard, a very consistent
performer for the 'Cats all year,
swept · to victory in the 100,
followed by Dennis Esser in third
and Joe Evans in fourth. Beard,
the diminutive junior from Spo.
kane, flew across the century
distance with a 9.9 time, get.
ting a gold medal for his ef•
fQrts. The mile relay team set
a new Relay's record of 3:18.6
seconds.
Bob Santo and Lonnie Franz
grabbed gold medals for the
Wildcats in their specialities.
Santo won the shot put with a
51-8 heave while Franz. was
taking the discus with a toss
of 147' 10 11 • Ex-Wildcat Gary
'. Baskett took second in the shot
put entering unattached.
On Friday night, Connie 'Englund, defending champion, fin-

ished a close second in the
3,000 meter steeple chase. Mark
Henry and Sam .Ring ran fine
races also, finishing third and
fifth respectively.

SPRINT RELAY DISASTROUS
Perhaps as the most disastrous race of the event was the
sprint medlay relay. Coming in
for the final pass, Dennis Esser had the baton jarred loose
and had to fall in order to pick
it up. Jim Boora then added a
1:55 half-mile, placing the Wild·
cat quartet second despite the

mishap. Shortly thereafter, however, it was discovered that the
pass between Esser and Boora
was faulty and the team was
thus disquatified.
Silver medals were brought
home -by Bob Metzger ln the
440 intermediate hurdles and the
distance medly relay team. In
all, the Wildcat contingent
brought home 23 medals, gold,
silver or bronze, and three trophies including the championship cup for the second straight
year.

Capitol Theatre
Yakima
May 17-28

"BEST

FILM

OF
19661;n
National Society of Film Critics

The Roffler
Sculptur-Kut
Techniqlle
Appointments
925-5141
If you are a student and athlete "The Columbian" may be the hairstyle for you. Or do you
prefer to follow the "European Trend?" Watch
Licari's Window.

A Carlo Ponti Production

Antonioni's

BLOW-UP

Licari's Barber Shop

Vanessa Redgrave
David Hemmings · Sarah Miles

COLOR

In The Elton Hotel

J Recommended for Mature Audiences I

ORDER
EARLY FOR

MOTHER'S

DAY
MAY14

AND

PARENTS
WEEKEND
MAY 12-14
For That Special Touch ·
Call

925-5558

Compact Speedster
Wildcat sprinter John Beard shows why he won two gold
medals at the Vancouver Relays last weekend, besides
being named "Wildcat of the Week." Bea.rd, a stalwart
in the sprinting events all sea.son long, is expected to
provide the impetus needed when the 'Cats' Northwest
track supremacy showdown with Portland State takes place
tomorrow.
(Photo by Pete Edlund)

FREE DELIVERY.

Ellensburg ~loral Shop
Downtown Location-Next to the Post Office

3rd&Pearl

Looking for a new
experience

TOMO~ROW HAS BEEN CANCELLED DUE TO LACK OF INTEREST

THEE
Slot Car Racing
7 days a week

·1 2-10 p.m.
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OPEN 2'4 HOURS
BANQUET ROOM .
SPACE & SERVICE AVAILABLE
FOR SPECIAL PARTIES
AND, BANQUETS
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Speedy
Specialty
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"FOOD
WITH A REPUTATION"·

Safe at -Third
Bob Falkenstein of the University of Washington slides into third with a triple during la.st
Tuesday's game won by the Huskies 7-1. Wildcat third sacker Jack Miller tries to get out
of the way of Falke~stein's spikes. Centra.l's diamondmen travel to UPS for a pair of
contests with the Loggers today, then take on Western Washington at Belllngham in an
EvCo doubleheader tomorrow.
(Photo by Pete Edlund)

FOR. COCKTAIL·s
VISIT OUR NEW
MODERN

q-11l11X1J ~,,,,, .
WELCOME PARENTS

Rei._...... Dlal

4 Blocks
W. of Colle9e
U.S. Hwy. 10

Morrill Leads Net Play

at Jct. of U.S.

962-9977

Hwy. 97

GALAXY ROOM - 962-9908

Ellensburg

Undefeated in Conference play
all season, sophomore Mark

WELCOME
PARENTS

'Morrill leads the Central tennis team to Bellingham for a
match with Western today . at
2 p.m.
The Wildcats end their regular
season. Monday, May 16 in a
match with Yakima Valley College at Yakima at 2 p.m. The
Evergreen Conference Cham·
pionships then come into ·:rocus,
hosted this year by Central, Fri·
day and Saturday, May 19-20.
The first singles matches beginat 9 a.m. both days. Semi·
finals in both singles and doubles
will be held Friday, with Saturday reserved for the finals.
Morrlll, a two-time All-Ameri·
can in swimming, appears a top
candidate :tor all-conference honors in tennis, both in singles
and doubles. His doubles team
has yet to taste defeat in Ev·
co play. Earlier this year, Morrlll and his 'Cat teammates
swamped Western, 7-2, in El·
lensburg. Central's record is
currently 6 wins, 4 losses, exclusive of the Yakima match
played this week.

save for a
sunny day

at
COLLEGE
BANKING @~CENTER
Across from the Campus

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

E-TMAGS
-NATIONS FAVORITE WHEELS
ALL E-T's FEATURE THE NEW
EXCLUSIVE

UNI-LUG
REG. '169'°

SPECIAL

Stop In And·
·. Look Around

s1299s
SET OF FOUR
EXCHANGE

Your College
Bookstore

NEW

WG-TAUTO

GLASS TINT
ALL COLORS
$295

14-oz.

SPRAY CAN

Open.7:30-8 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.

11 a.m.-4 p.m. Saturday

Triangle Auto
S. Main

962-9876

Linksmen Await Season Finale, 11
Challenge For league Honors
the
bench
jock~y

by greg bolvi
sports editor

For all you people out there that like to know what the
campus is griping about from tlme to tlme, Central's ath.
letes have come up with a dandy. Contrary to popular belief,
Commons food doesn't hold the number one spot of things
we could do without anymore. The tiUe now belongs to
·the wind.
· .
That's right, the good ol' hurricane gusts that come up
from time to time. And they always seem to save their
best performances for the days of basel:D.ll games, track
meets, and tennis and golf matches.
The wind was blowing so bad at last Saturday's l:D.seball
game that Whitworth's manager stOoo up to get a good view
of the proceedings, and the gusts picked him up and carried
him away ala Mary Poppins style. And the frail kid didn't
;even have a bumbershoot to
guide his way. The local
Iauthorities found him on top
!of the Kittitas water tower~
; Roger Ramjet, a frosh ten.
sensation from Arizona,
!tried to hit a l:D.ckhand shot
into the teeth of the E-Burg
tornado three weeks ago, had
1the wind fracture his wrist
;in two places, and has since
·; left school. Rog was going to
··~ sue, but when reminded he'd
have to press charges for.
.mally in Barge Hall, he wisely
' withdrew his complaint.
I And how about Stan Soren.
son.'s golfers? I mean, there's
, dedication. Those guys go out
' and belt that utile white l:D.11
, around all afternoon trying
··\ .to get under par, then up
: ·,./ ' comes the big blow. 200
\'. %\: ;;}plus yard drives turn into
> wicked slices that carry into
DEAN NICHOLSON
., the next fairway, downhill
An 111 wind blows no good putts on a fa.st green look like
they've been tomahawked with
a 7 iron. It's enough to make grown men cryl
.
Trackmen aren't bothered by the wind if you like going
over hurdles in reverse, having the javelhi boomerang on
you, or being able to broad jump 11 feet 4 inches to capture
first place.
What do I suggest we do to rid Gruesome Gulch of the wind
machine? Well, it sure would be nice if we could turn all of
Ellensburg into a giant Astrodome, but that's rather im·
practical. Here's my idea.: Everyone interested in getting
rid of the wind problem should go up to Tomlinson Field.
There we would all form in a circle of gigantic proportions,
and, while holding hands and skipping around the circle,
we would do an old Indian wind dance.
There's only one drawback-the only thing the -old Indta.n
wind dance does is get rid of old Indians.

\nts

l
1

One dual match awaits the
Central golf team as they make
ftnal preparations for the Everil"een Conference Champion·
ships set for .next weekend here
in Ellensburg. St. Martins pro·
vides the competition for the
Cats' in their final match ol
the year, a home encounter on
the local Elks' Golf and Country
Club course, Monday at 1 p.m.
The last time these two clubs
met, in Olympia, the match end·
ed in a tie. A healthy attitude .
fostered by a win over the Saints
could prove helpful in the coming
Conference event.
Due in large part tc~the deep.
ly appreciated cooperation of the
Ellensburg Elks Club, Central
will serve as host to Western,
Eastern, and Whitworth for the
EvCo Links Tournament Friday
and Saturday, May 19, 20.

Pete Guzzo, Jim Hilbert, and
Howard Smith).
Fiorino can expect his stUfest
test of the year Monday from St.
Martin's Harry White, a prime
candidate for all-district honors
against this year.

Open9-6

Sauna
Open9-9

MondayWomen'sDay
12-9

In The Plaza

Introductory Offer
Free Pressing
With Every Load Of Dry Cleaning

·Attendant To Assist You
Week Days 10 A.M.-4 P.M • .

FIORINO COULD SURPRISE·

Fans are urged to·come early
inasmuch as the top players tee
off first. Although rated a detin·
ite underdog for the team title,
Central's Dave Fiorino "stands
a pretty good chance" of walk·
ing off with the individual med·
alist's crown, according to coach
ISta11 Sorenson.
! "Dave has been our top golfer ·
all . year, winning medalist I
honors in several matches, and '
could give a good account of
himself in this one. In fact, on
a given day a few others are
capable of beating their confer·
ence apponents next week" (re·
ferring namely to Jim Boyle,

Dave's
Barber Shop

Evenings 7 P.M.-9 P.M.

College Place
Self Service .L aundry
Ith& Walnut
Next to Artie Circle

PERMANENT· PRESS
NEWEST DISCOVERY IN NO-IRON FABRICS

shirt by Enro

. .... .

"'f:H

.: : : ::::::

& RESTAURANT ·
·· ··· ·

Ellensburg's·Newest
.. .. ..
... .. .

-Best Western Members

......
. ... . .
.....
.

I962-98561

.. ....

TAKE MOM OUT
TO DINNER TONIGHT

··· ···

Thunderbird Restaurant.
__,.

... ...

W. Ith-Ellensburg

···· ··

···· ··

........................................,,,.,,,, ....
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WELCOME PARENTS
Don't Miss The

- Pozo-Seco
Singers
and

The Pair Extraordinaire

8 p.m.

Sat. May 13

Students $1.50-Reg. Parents $1.50-Adults $2.00

Be Sure -To Go To The Coronation
Ball Afte·r wards
PARENTS WEEK PROGRAM

I,
.
.
I
-~-·-~~---------------~---------------------------------------··
~

· Friday May 12
6:00-10:00 p.m.
8:30-11:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

Saturday May 13
9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
8:30-11:30 a.m.
1:00 p.ril.
1:00-3:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
8:30-11:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
I
8:00 p.m.
I
8:30 p.m.
I
9:00.12:00 p.m.

I

I Sunday May 14
I
Morning
I
1:00-3:00 p.m.
I
2:00-5:00 p.m.
I
2:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m.
I
I
I
I

•·

I

REGJSTRATION
+Observatory Open in Science Building
+SGA Speaker: Bishop James Albert Pike
+All.College Play: "Tiny Allee"
+Cam
_ pus Movie: "The Guns of Navarone"

I

l

SUB Information Booth
Lind Hall Roof
Nicholson Pavllton
McConnell Auditorium
Hertz Recital Hall

REGJSTRA TION
I
+Student.Parent Brunch
+Track Meet with Portland State College
+Miss Sweecy Pageant
Parents' .Weekend 1967 Banquet
+Observatory Open in Science Building
Entertaimnent: Pozo Seco Singers & The Pair Extraordina.ire
+All.College Play: "Tiny Alice"
+Campus Movie: "The Great Escape"
+Coronation Ball

SUB lnforma tion Booth
SUB Cage
Track: Nicholson Pavllton
Nicholson Pa vllton
Sue Lombard Dtntng Hall
Lind Hall Roof
Nicholson Pa villon
McConnell Auditorium
Hertz Recital Hali
SUB Ballroom

HAPPY MOTHER'S DAYf
Ellensburg Churches welcome Students and Parents
Open House and Receptions in the Campus Residence Halls
+Co-Rec: Family Recreation
+Campus Movie: "The Great Escape"
+Campus Movie: "The Guns of Na varone"

All Facillties, Nicholson Pavillon
Hertz Recital Hall
Hertz Recital Hall

I
I

I
I

+Your 11ame tag . certifies your registration and will admit
you to the above events.

~-------------------------------------------------------------CUT OUT AND .SAVE

